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Abstract: This is an attempt to identify the causes of geomagnetic storms 

which occurred durmg a year and a half from January 1977 to June 1978. The 

assignment of geomagnetic storm causation to appropriate coronal holes or solar 

flares has been made by considering (1) their apparent association with storms, 

(2) characteristic variations m the solar wmd velocity, density, and temperature, 

(3) comcidence between the coronal hole magnetic field polanty and the inter

planetary magnetic field polanty, and (4) storm productivity of solar flares judged 

mainly from associated radio emission. Of the 44 magnetic storms of Dst� -50 r 

m the 1.5 year period mvestigated m this paper, 40 storms are found to be explicable 

by either coronal holes or solar flares. The exammed 1.5 year penod is in the 

increasmg phase of solar activity in which the recurrence tendency of geomagnetic 

disturbance is expected to be weak. Actually, however, several series of recurrent 

magnetic storms have been found which are generally well correlated with coronal 

holes. It is also shown that there are a number of non-recurrent sporadic storms 

which are associated with short-lived coronal holes in addition to those series of 

recurrent geomagnetic storms. 

1. Introduction 

47 

Many attempts have been made to identify the causes of geomagnetic storms 
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minato 311-12. 
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durmg the last several decades (see CooK and McCuE, 1975, and references therem). 
In the earlier studies, m general, geomagnetic storms were d1vided mto two groups of 
27-day recurrent storms and non-recurrent sporadic storms, and much effort was de
voted to relating the storms of the latter group to solar flares having occurred durmg 
the preceding three or four days. In particular, those studies directed towards the 
flare-associated radio emission showed that flares with type II and type IV radio 
bursts cause subsequent magnetic storms with the highest probability (DEFEITER et al., 
1960; DODSON and HEDEMAN, 1964), and that rad10 energy emitted at meter wave
lengths IS an important factor controlling the occurrence of magnetic storms (SINNO 
and HAKURA, 1958 ; NISHIDA, 1965, PINTER, 1972). 

Although the foregoing studies thus revealed some of the important characteristics 
of the Eiolar flares responsible for geomagnetic storms, there 1s a certam ambigmty m 
thelf procedure to d1v1de magnetic storms mto the two categories. It 1s because the 
class1ficat1on of recurrent storms Is generally defined only by 27-day recurrence pat
terns. 

In recent years there has been great progress m our understandmg of the rela
t1onsh1p between recurrent magnetic storms and corotatmg solar wmd streams emanat
mg from long-]astmg coronal holes (NEUPERT and Pizzo, 1974; BELL and NocI, 1976, 
NOLTE et al., 1976; HANSEN et al., 1976; SHEELEY et al., 1976). These studies generally 
conclude that large, near-equatonal coronal holes are associated with high-speed 
streams observed near the earth which produce geomagnetic disturbances. In par
ticular, NOLTE et al (1976) not only confirmed the apparent associat10n between high
speed streams and coronal holes, but also showed that the mterplanetary magnetic 
field (IMF) polarity in the streams associated with coronal holes 1s well correlated 
with the solar magnetic field polanty below the coronal holes. Their results provide 
the possibility to determme recurrent-type magnetic storms m a more reliable manner 
than only by 27-day recurrence patterns and to identify the causes of mdIVIdual recur
rent magnetic storms. 

The purpose of this paper 1s to examme how well the causes of md1v1dual mag
netic storms can be assigned to coronal holes or solar flares with the use of recent data 
from January 1977 to June 1978. Smee this penod is in the mcreasmg phase of solar 
act1v1ty 111 solar cycle 21, 1t is also mtended to see the difference, 1f any, m the evolu
t10nary changes of coronal holes from those m the declmmg phase of solar act1v1ty 
to which most foregoing studies were restricted. 

2. Data and Procedure 

Geomagnetic storms mvestigated in this study are taken from the lists of prmc1pal 
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magnetic storms m Solar Geophysical Data (SGD: published monthly by National 
Geophysical and Solar-Terrestrial Data Center, Boulder). We have chosen only those 
major magnetic storms with Dst lower than -50 r which were reported by at least five 
geomagnetic observatones. The coronal hole data are synoptic maps of inferred 
coronal hole boundanes published in SGD, which have been constructed from the 
HeI 10830 A observat10ns by Kitt Peak Nat10nal Observatory. The Ha synoptic maps 
from SGD are used to determme the polanty of coronal holes. The solar flare and 
associated radio emission data are taken from the prompt report through the 
URSIGRAM network, and also from SGD whenever necessary. Other data used in 
this study to identify the causes of mdividual magnetic storms are the solar wind 
velocity, density and temperature determmed from the plasma experiments on IMP's 
7 and 8 by MIT (Massachusets Institute of Technology), the IMF polanty mferred 
from the ground geomagnetic observat10ns, and the mean solar magnetic field (MSMF) 
from Stanford Solar Observatory; they are all published in SGD. 

The causation of magnetic storms 1s assigned to solar flares, if the storms are 
preceded within the prior 1 to 3 days by flares that seem to be capable of causing 
magnetic storms. The following are the factors considered in evaluating the storm
producing capability of solar flares: 

(1) Ha importance and durat10n of the flare and structural complexity of the 
flare region. The flares of Ha importance> 2 from magnetically complex sunspot 
regions are considered to be possible to cause magnetic storms. 

(2) Associated occurrence of type II and type IV radio bursts. Greater im
portance is attached to type IV bursts, particularly at meter wavelengths. In the case 
of combined occurrence of type II and type IV bursts, the highest probability of mag
netic storms 1s expected. 

(3) Intensity and durat10n of radio em1ss10n at meter wavelengths. If the rad10 
events with peak flux around 200 MHz greater than 500 s.f.u. (I0- 22W/m2/Hz) and 
duration longer than 15 mmutes are associated with flares, such flares are considered 
to be capable of producmg storms (SINNO and HAKURA, 1958). 

(4) Frequency coverage of the associated rad10 events. The full frequency 
coverage from about 100 to 10000 MHz is taken as an important factor to estimate 
the flare-released energy. In fact, it has been shown that the increase in the flux 
density with frequency m the centimeter range is an important factor controllmg the 
proton emission from the solar flares (CASTELLI et al., 1967). 

(5) Position of flares on the solar disc. Flares m the central reg10n of the disc 
most probably cause magnetic storms, and flares in the western hemisphere tend to 
cause magnetic storms with higher probability than those in the eastern hemisphere 
(SINNO and HAKURA, 1958). 
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As is evident, none of these factors is conclusive by itself. Therefore, the final 

assignment of storm-causation to an appropriate flare is made rather subjectively by 

considering the degree to which the flare satisfies the above factors or criteria. If a 

solar proton event is associated with the flare under consideration, the storm producmg 

capability is evaluated to be high. 

The association between geomagnetic storms and coronal holes is evaluated with 

the following factors: 

(1) Heliographic latitude of coronal holes. To assign the storm causation in the 

present attempt, only those coronal holes are taken into consideration, of which 

significant portions lie within ±30° latitude from the sub-earth point on the sun. 

(2) Coincidence of the coronal hole longitudes with the estimated source longi

tude of high-speed streams. When the solar wind data are available, the est1mat10n 

of the source longitude has been made by assummg a constant-speed radial flow. It 

has been shown that the source longitude can be determined in this way with an ac

curacy of about 10° (NOLTE and RoELOF, 1973). 
(3) Time delay between the central mendian passage (CMP) of coronal holes 

and the arrival of corotating streams. The 2-to-4 day delay is assumed from the 

coronal hole CMP to the storm occurrence when the solar wind data are not available. 

(4) Comcidence of the IMF polarity with the coronal hole magnetic field polanty. 

In addit10n to the judgement from the factors hsted above, it is sometimes possible 

to discriminate between the recurrent-type magnetic storms and the flare-associated 

storms in terms of variat10ns in the solar wind velocity, density and temperature. In 

some typical cases, the solar wind data exhibit the charactenstlc stream-interface 

structures which can be considered to be caused by the stream-stream interaction at 

the front of corotatmg fast streams (BURLAGA, 1975). 

3. Causation of Magnetic Storms 

during January 1977-June 1978 

Fig. 1 exemplifies a typical recurrent-type magnetic storm which is apparently as

sociated with a coronal hole and not preceded by any energetic solar flare. The left

side diagrams show the vanations in the solar wmd velocity, density and temperature 

(proton thermal velocity), the Dst and Kp mdices, and variations of the IMF polarity 

inferred from the ground geomagnetic observations and of the MSMF polanty. The 

negative polanty is indicated by shadmg. The dates for the MSMF polarity are 

shifted by five days in accordance with the transit time of the slow solar wind from the 

sun to the earth. The right-side diagram is the synoptic map of coronal hole bound

aries. The coronal holes with negative polanty are indicated by shadmgs. 
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Fig. 1. A typical example of magnetic storm caused by corotating fast stream. On the 
left are shown variatzons zn solar wind plasma parameters, Dst, Kp, interplanetary 
magnetic field polarity (dark: negative), and mean solar magnetic field polarity 
(black: negative). On the right the estimated longitude of stream source is com
pared with the coronal hole location. 

The magnetic storm occurred at about 2300 UT on August 4, 1977 with gradual 

commencement, and Dst reached the minimum value of -62 r at 1100 UT on August 

5. The solar wind speed started to increase sharply at about 0300 UT and reached a 

maximum of 700 km/s around 1400 UT on August 5. A region of high pressure 

called the interaction region is seen in this rising part of the speed profile extending 

somewhat ahead of the point where the speed begins to increase. The start time of the 

storm nearly coincides with the arrival of the interaction region. It is also seen that 

the region of enhanced density is displaced ahead of the enhanced temperature region 

as is indicated by shading. According to BURLAGA (1974), these two regions are sepa

rated by a thin boundary called the stream interface. In the present case, the stream 

interface can be seen around 0500 UT as indicated in the figure. The stream interface 

is considered as the front surface of the corotating fast stream when estimating the 

location of the stream source. 
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The hehograph1c longitude of the stream source can be estimated by assummg 
that the solar wmd velocity was constant and was m the radial d1rect10n all the way 
from the sun to 1 AU Based on the view that the stream had been decelerated from 
the 1mtial speed near the maximum observed speed of the stream, 700 km/s 1s taken 
as the constant speed m est1matmg the source longitude m tlus case The estimated 
source longitude 1s shown m the figure by a dashed lme It can be seen m Fig. I that 
the source locat10n nearly comc1des with the locat10n of the near-equatorial coronal 
hole with negative polarity, m concert with the IMF polarity and the MSMF polarity. 

Fig. 2 exemplifies typical flare-associated magnetic storms. There occurred two 
SC-type magnetic storms successively at 2042 UT on January 3, and at 1628 UT on 
January 5, 1978 The solar wmd data show charactenst1c shock structures with 
sudden jumps m velocity, density and temperature at the times of SC's Prior to 
these magnetic storms, several solar flares took place m the McMath plage regions 
15081 and 15083 which existed m the central region of the solar disc Of those solar 
flares, two flares shown m the figure were associated with mtense rad10 emission with 
the full frequency coverage of I 00-10000 MHz 
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The first one 1s the flare of Ha 1mportance=2 having occurred at 2147 UT on 
January I at l8°S 5°E (McMath No. 15081). This flare was associated with type II 
and type IV radio bursts, and the 200 MHz radio emission contmued for more than 
one hour with the peak flux density greater than 1200 s.f.u. The second flare 1s the 
importance I + flare at 1015 UT on January 3 at 15°S 7°E (McMath No. 15083). This 
flare was also associated with type II and type IV rad10 bursts and strong, long-lastmg 
meter wave emiss10n (from SGD). Therefore, 1t 1s reasonable to assign the causes of 
the two SC's to these two solar flares. The equatonal coronal hole at the 190°-160° 

longitude is considered to be responsible for the disturbance on January 8 (see also 
Fjg. 3). 

Table I summanzes the association between all the maJor magnetic storms and 
coronal holes or solar flares during the penod from January 1977 to June 1978. In 
the table, the storm commencements of uncertain type are md1cated by brackets. (For 
storms No. 32 and No. 41, SC's are reported Just after the starts of storm intervals; 
see also Fig. 3.) The magnitude of the storm 1s represented by the sum of the Kp 
mdices for the 24-hour penod that gives the maximum value during the storm interval 
(the notation I: 1s used in the table to emphasize this), and also by the lowest Dst level. 
The coronal holes listed in the table are those within ± I 0° longitude from the estimated 
source location of the ·solar wmd stream and w1thm ±30° latitude from the sub-earth 
point on the sun. The longitude ranges of coronal holes are defined for the port10n 
within the above-ment10ned latitude range. The coronal holes are classified into three 
types; near-equatorial (E), extended from the northern polar region (PN), and extended 
from south (PS). Unstable or questionable coronal holes are indicated by attachmg 
U. The coronal hole data taken from the Prehmmary Report from ERL/NOAA are 
bracketed. The polanty of coronal holes has been determined by comparmg coronal 
hole boundaries with Ha synoptic charts. Uncertam polarity is mdicated by X. The 
MSMF polarity is also listed, which is taken from the date when the solar wmd started 
from the source reg10n near the sun. The mferred IMF polarity is shown for three 
12-hour intervals begmnmg with the interval in which each magnetic storm commenced. 
Naturally, the MSMF polanty 1s, m general, comcident with the polanty of the coronal 
hole in the central region of the solar disc. It can also be seen that the coronal hole 
polarity generally comc1des with the IMF polanty particularly in the second mterval 
m case of storms associated with coronal holes. 

In the last column of the table, the association between these 44 maJor magnetic 
storms and coronal holes and/or solar flares 1s shown with the degree of confidence m 
three grades; double circle=excellent, circle= good or fair, and tnangle=possible. 
These grades have been determmed subjectively dependmg on the degree to which 
criteria for the association ment10ned before are satisfied. The quest10n mark attached 
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storms with coronal holes or solar flares. 
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Table 1 
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17  01 

31 24 
---

1 6  03 

22 23 

-- -

3 03 

10 00 
- ------ --

1 8  00 
- -- -- - -

28 22 

-- -

31 
--

26 

3 5+ 
1-- - --- -

35 
I- - ----

28 -

1 -- - -

38 
!--- - - ---

I 
29 + 

-- - -
I 32 

- --

45 + 

---

-

- --

6 04 

1 2  20 

1 5  1 6  

--- -------

21 02 

25 21 

cont 
cont. 
cont 
4 23 

-- - -----

10  03 

11 22 

38 -
- -

44 

42 -

- -

- - - - - -- ---

39 + 
--- - -----

39 + 
-- - - -

55 
------- -

46 + 

---- -- - - --

32 + 

Dst 

-129 

- 66 

Type Long Lat 

E 225- 193 29S -46S 

Po
lar-
1ty 

E 1 89-1 60 l S  -33N + 
----- -1 - -·--- - ----- -- -- -- - -----

- 64 E 107- 90 22S -40S + 

-96 (PS 247-230 23S - -) 

-118 

-73 

- 80 

-111 

- 53 

-110 

-120 

-71 

-78 

-218  

E 

SE 
lE  

PS 

E 

PS 

12- 1 lOS -23S 

31 1 -297 
296-277 
-- - - - -

220-190 
-- - -- ----

no data 

29S -40S 
14N-30N 

- ----- -- ----

1 3S -
- ----- - - - - -

11-349 13S -30S 

2 1 5-1 89 
-- ---- - --

1 8S -
------ --

X 
+ 

EU 1 29-1 1 6  22S -38S + 

{! 
E 

- - - -

none 

347-342 
345-337 

-----

285-26 1 
--�--- -

none 

- -------

------- --- ---

10N-1 9N 
20S -28S 

------ ---- --

28S -40S 
---- --- --- -

PN 104- 84 l lN- + 

- -- - 1 - - --- ---- - - - -- --- - - ------

-191 EU 34- 23 5S - 8N 

--- -- -- - 1 - · - - - ----- - ------- ---- -- ---

-110 none 
-- ------ - --·- - 1- - - ---- --- - ---------- -----

41 

42 
------- --

43 

44 

May 20 

May 29 

June 1 

June 4 
- - · --- -- ---- - - -

1600 

1 83 1  

2143 

1211 
-

( ) 

SC 

SC 

SC 
- - -

24 18  

3 1  03 

4 04 

6 02 
- - - - - -- ---- - -

35 
------ --

26 + 

47 + 

38 
- --- - - -

-11 5 (E 224-197 22S -41S -) 

-86 none 
--- 1-- - -- - --- -- -- ------- -- ------

- 61 

-75 

PN 87- 70 25N-

none 

+ 
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(continued). 
-

Mean Solar wmd Flare Radio Associ-
solar Po- Speed Date Time Posit10n Imp. iJT burst type at1on 
mag. 
field lar-

II IV CH F 1ty (UT) (hr) 

- -X- 520 Jan 1 2147 18S 5E 1 47 yes yes @ 

ND -X- 650 Jan. 3 1015 1 5S 7E 1 +  54 @ 

+ u+ - 540 Jan. 7 0123 23S 60W 1 63 yes yes @ 

+ + - + 330 6 
- - - - 580 0 

- + - - 630 Feb 13 0129 1 5N 1 5W 2 44 yes yes @ 

+ - + +  470 6 

- + -c 650 6 

c+ - Mar 6 (1 1 50) 21N 7W 2 5 1  0 

- - - 0 

X- - 0 

+ + +  6 

+x+ Apr. 8 0123 19N 3W 1 60 yes @ 

- - - Apr 1 1  1334 19N 57W 2 +  45 yes 6 0 

- + +  Apr 15  0637 1 5N 8W 0 65 I yes yes 0 0 

- - -

x- + Apr. 28 1 308 22N 41E 4 +  45 @ 
+ - - Apr. 29 1854 22N 19E 3 +  37 
- - + Apr. 30 1439 20N l lE 3 +  28 0 
c- + May 1 1914 22N lOW 3 +  28 0 

+c+ 
{
May 6 (2013) unknown 39 yes yes 0 
May 7 0320 22N 64W 2 +  32 yes yes 

+ - - May 8 1212 22N 76W 2 +  56 yes @ 

+ + +  

- - - May 26 1734 18N 54E 1 +  73 6 
- + +  May 3 1  1009 23N 50W 2 +  36 0 0 

- - -
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to the storm No. 18  mdicates that this storm was probably caused by the corotating 
stream from the coronal hole although no coronal hole data were available. Blanks 
m this column indicate that appropriate causation could not be found. 

It is noticed that there are a number of SC-type storms caused by streams from 
coronal holes, and that 40 storms out of 44 major magnetic storms could be explained 
by coronal holes or solar flares. Further, it can be said that the causes of the unex
plained 4 storms may become clearer, if more data particularly of solar flares and solar 
wind parameters become available. In fact, the storm No. 37, for example, may be 
explained by the corotating stream as is mentioned in the next section. 

Finally, 1t is interestmg to note that the time of the flare occurrence nearly coincides 
with the time of coronal hole CMP m some cases (storms of Nos. 10, 11, 24, 27, 36, 
38, 43). The close examination of these cases suggests that magnetic storms seem 
more likely to be caused by solar flares when the flare position was just on the west 
side of the coronal hole. It would be reasonable to suppose from this tendency that 
the flare-associated shock will arrive at the earth earlier than the corotating stream 
because the shock will propagate ahead of the stream 

4. Summary of Geomagnetic Disturbances 

during January 1977-June 1978 

Geomagnetic activity during January 1977-June 1 978 is illustrated m Fig. 3, 
where "EKp, "EK from Kakioka (36°N, 140°E), and the lowest Dst value in every 12-
hour interval are plotted in the Bartels' recurrence diagram. The magnetic storm in
tervals and SC's taken from SGD are also shown by horizontal bars and triangles, 
respectively. In particular, the storm mtervals and SC's reported by at least five ob
servatories are indicated by thick bars and solid tnangles. The storm numbers rn 
Table 1 are also attached to the major magnetic storms. As a reference, the magnetic 
storm predictions through the International Urs1gram and World Days Service network 
are also shown at the bottom of the diagram for each 27-day mterval. 

For major magnetic storms and some other minor disturbances, their possible 
association with coronal holes or solar flares 1s mdicated by attaching the letter H or 
F. The association with the unstable or questionable coronal holes is indicated by 
Hu. The magnetic polanty of the coronal holes is also shown. The major storms of 
which apparent causat10n could not be found are indicated by attaching double ques
tion marks. 

We can identify three d1stinct1ve series of recurrent magnetic storms m this penod. 
The most remarkable series began with the SC-storm having occurred at 0027 UT on 
July 29, 1 977 (rotat10n 1968, storm No. 6), and lasted to the gradual storm on De-
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Fig. 3. Geomagnetic actzvifles for Bartels rotations 1961-1980 presented by SKp (thick 
solzd line), SK from Kakloka (dashed line) and the minimum Dst m every 12-hour 
interval (dots connected by thin line). Possible association between disturbances 
and coronal holes (H) or flares (F ) is indicated 
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cember IO (rotation 1 973, storm No. 22), though the SC-storms on September 19 and 
21 are to be attributed to the flares in McMath reg10n 1 4943. The evolution of the 
near-equatorial coronal hole which is responsible for this senes of recurrent storms 
seems to have been correlated with the development of active centers in its vicinity. 
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That is, the growth of the coronal hole was seen in September and December in cor
relation with enhanced flare activity m the surrounding reg10n. The increase in ""EiKp 
on January 8, 1978 prior to the sudden commencement of the storm No. 24 in rotat1011 
1974 may be regarded as the continuation of this series caused by another return of 
the same coronal hole. 

The second most d1stmct senes began with the SC-storm at 1853 UT on January 
28, 1978 (rotation 1975, storm No. 26), and lasted to the storm No. 32 in rotat10n 
1977. These storms are associated with the coronal hole extending from the southern 
polar region with negative polarity. It can be seen m the figure that the recurrence 
period of this series is near 28 days. The storm No. 37 in rotation 1978 seems to be 
regarded as the contmuation of this series, though the distinct coronal hole could not 
be observed in this rotation. Recently BuRLAGA et al. (1978) showed that the region 
of open magnetic field lines remains sometimes even after the corresponding coronal 
hole disappeared and is well correlated with solar wmd streams. The above mterpre
tation of the storm No. 37 is consistent with this findmg. Although the storm No. 41  
in the next rotation appears to be another return of this series, it does not seem true 
because the IMF polanty was positive during the penod of this storm. 

It is interesting to note that these two distmctive series of recurrent storms occurred 
at nearly the same phase m the Bartels' recurrence diagram. This implies that these 
two series could be easily regarded as a smgle series of recurrent storms, if the cor
responding magnetic field data were not consulted. 

Another series of recurrent storms can be seen from a mmor magnetic disturbance 
on July 18, 1977 (rotation 1968) to the storm No. 13 in rotat10n 1971. These storms 
are associated with the coronal hole extendmg from the northern polar region with 
positive polarity. It is seen that the recurrence period of this series is also near 28 
days. Although weak recurrence tendency can be seen from rotation 1962 to 1 964, 
the associat10n between these disturbances and the coronal holes 1s not so clear as those 
described above, except for the storm No. 2. It is evident that the storm No. 4 1s not 
a return of this recurrent series but 1 s  related to another coronal hole with pos1t1ve 
polarity which was seen only in this rotat10n. 

As is evident in the figure and also from the above discuss10n, there are a number 
of non-recurrent magnetic storms which are apparently associated with short-hved 
coronal holes. This result indicates that it could be misleadmg to divide magnetic 
storms into recurrent storms and :flare-associated storms only from the 27-day recur
rence patterns as was done m many classical works (see discussion in DODSON and 
HEDEMAN, 1964). 

Fmally, it can be said that most of the coronal holes withm ±30° latitude range 
from the sub-earth point on the sun caused geomagnetic disturbances although the 
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severity of disturbances is different from one case to another. This seems to stem 

from the fact that the severity of magnetic disturbance is strongly controlled by the 

product of the southward component of IMF and the solar wind speed (BURTON et al. , 

1 975), whereas coronal holes mainly control the solar wind speed. In fact, several 

cases were found in which the coronal hole CMP did not cause magnetic disturbances, 

profiles of the solar wind speed exhibiting the arrival of fast streams. 

5. Concluding Remarks 

An attempt has been made to assign the causation of mdividual magnetic storms 

to appropriate coronal holes or solar flares. This study is based on the view that the 

corotating streams from coronal holes and the expanding plasma ejected from solar 

flares are main causes of the solar wind disturbances which produce magnetic storms. 

The result shows that, of 44 geomagnetic storms with Dst lower than -50 r during the 

period from January 1977 to June 1 978, 40 storms are explicable by either coronal 

holes or solar flares . 

Some of the important facts confirmed or found m the present study are listed 

below. 

(1 ) Corotatmg streams can cause SC-type magnetic storms as well as storms with 

gradual commencement. 

(2) In the increasing phase of solar activity there appear many short-lived coronal 

holes, and corotating streams from such coronal holes produce many non-recurrent 

sporadic magnetic storms. 

(3) When the coronal hole CMP and the energetic flare occur at nearly the same 

time, the flare effects seem to be more prominently observed than the effects of corotat

ing stream, 1f the flare site is just on the west side of the coronal hole. 

( 4) In the increasing phase of solar activity, the rotation period of coronal holes 

extending from the polar region seems to be near 28 days, whereas near-equatorial 

coronal holes seem to rotate with a period of 27 days. 

(5) In some cases, the evolution of coronal holes are apparently correlated with 

the development of active centers of the sun in the surroundmg region. 
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